Damage detection in a double-beam system using proper orthogonal decomposition and teaching-learning based algorithm
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Abstract. This study applies the inverse approach to damage detection in a double-beam system. A double-beam system made of two parallel beams is connected through an elastic layer. Degradation of the stiffness of beams element, crack occurrence, and partial destruction of the inner layer are considered as different types of damage. The time domain acceleration response of the system is measured, and proper orthogonal decomposition is applied to the collected data in order to derive Proper Orthogonal Values (POVs) and Proper Orthogonal Modes (POMs) of the system. Effect of single damage in different locations on the POV has been analyzed, and an objective function is defined using the dominant POV and POM of each beam separately. In order to increase the robustness of the method against noise, the objective function is enriched by adding statistical property of time domain response. The teaching-learning based optimization algorithm is employed to solve the optimization problem. The efficiency of the proposed method for detecting single and multiple damages in the system is demonstrated with and without noise. Simulation results verify the good accuracy of the proposed method for detecting single and multiple damages of different types in the system.
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1. Introduction

Health monitoring of structures and on-time damage detection are two common issues in mechanical, civil, and aerospace engineering and are used for preventive measures to avoid human casualties and financial detriment. Several methods have been developed to detect damage to the structures. One of the best of these methods is vibration-based damage detection, which is widely used because of its low cost, the ability to monitor the whole structure by measuring a few limited points, and non-requirement for the presence of a skillful operator. The main idea used in vibration-based damage detection is the change in the modal parameters such as natural frequencies, mode shapes, and damping ratio of the structure after damage occurrence. Further, the dynamic response or forced vibration response of the structure is affected by damage and becomes different. In a general category, vibration-based methods for damage detection are divided into two types: model-based and response-based methods. In a model-based method, a numerical or analytical model of the structure is available in a response-based method, and only the structure response to the excitation or modal parameters is available irrespective of its model. A comprehensive review of different techniques for structural damage detection was presented in [1].
detection using vibration analysis was presented by Fan and Qiao [1].

One of the popular methods for damage detection that uses the model of the structure is inverse approach. In the inverse approach, the model of the structure has been updated using modal parameters or dynamic response; any probable damage can be identified through model updating. For this purpose, an objective function and an optimization algorithm are required. The objective function is defined as the discrepancy between modal parameters or dynamic response of the model of the structure and the monitored structure. Whenever the objective function value becomes zero or very small, the damage parameters are detected. Further, a fast and stable optimization algorithm is required to find a unique solution for the objective function. Several studies have designated damage detection as an inverse problem. Rucolo and Sumce [2] defined an objective function based on natural frequencies, modal curvature, and normalized mode shapes for crack detection in the beam-like structure, and the genetic algorithm was used to solve the optimization problem. Meurane and Heylen [3] applied an objective function, which is the summation of the five fundamental modal parameters based on objective functions to detect damage in a three-dimensional, statically indeterminate space truss. Raich and Liszla [4] proposed an objective function through the frequency response function to detect damage in structures. Other research pieces in which damage detection has been formulated as an inverse problem could be found in [5–12].

Sandwich beams have many applications in aerospace and naval industries, as well as bridges and buildings construction. The sandwich beams are made of three layers: two faces characterized by thickness and high strength and inner layer characterized by thickness, light weight, and low stiffness. Desired structural properties such as high stiffness and low weight are achieved by combining the strong face with a thick and low-density core. A double-beam system consists of two parallel beams with a Winkler-type elastic inner layer, considered as an approximate model for the sandwich beam. The main difference between a soft-core sandwich beam and a double-beam system lies in the former’s disregard for the role of shear deformation of the core in the simplified model. The dynamic characteristics of the double-beam system have been investigated in several papers. O’Niszczuk [13] investigated the free vibrations of the double-beams system, which are continuously joined by a Winkler elastic layer with simply support boundary conditions, and presented an analytical formulation for natural frequencies. Palmeri and Adhikari [14] proposed a Galerkin-type state space for transverse vibrations of a double beam with a viscoelastic inner layer. Stojanovic et al. [15] applied Timoshenko and high-order shear deformation theory to deal with the problem of free transverse vibration and buckling of an elastically connected simply supported set of beams under the compressive axial load. Other studies in this field could be found in [16–18]. In these studies, the beams and core remained intact, and effects of damage were neglected. Mirzabeigi and Madoliat [19] investigated the free vibration of the partially connected double-beam system. In fact, their study deals with the effect of damage in the inner elastic layer on natural frequencies and mode shapes. Results in [19] showed that for similar boundary conditions of upper and lower beams, damage to the core did not affect odd mode frequencies. Nguyen [20] addressed the effect of crack on the double-beam system by applying Finite Elements (FE) method. For crack detection, Nguyen [20] utilized the wavelet transform of the relationship between the natural frequency and the location of a concentrated mass, which was located on the main beam. There was no other report about damage detection in a double-beam system, except for damage reports in [20].

In this study, Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) is applied to damage detection in a double-beam system. POD only uses data from the time-domain response and does not need any frequency domain analysis. In addition, this method involves data fusion between data from several sensors and reduces the volume of data by extracting useful information. An attempt is made here to define an appropriate objective function for damage detection by using POD and increase the method’s robustness against measurement noise. The paper is organized as follows: the finite element model of the double-beam system in the presence of different damages is formulated in Section 2. Section 3 is devoted to the procedure of Teaching-Learning Based Optimization (TLBO) algorithm. Section 4 introduces the POD: the main idea, history, mathematical formulation, and application of damage detection are illustrated. Section 5 is related to damage detection; at first, an objective function is defined by considering effects of different kinds of damage and robustness against noise. Then, damage detection results with and without noise are presented, and the effects of different parameters on the convergence rate are investigated.

2. The system modeling

Consider two parallel beams with the Winkler-type elastic inner layer in clamp-free boundary conditions, as depicted in Figure 1. A time-varying point force is exerted on the free end of an upper beam. It is assumed that beams are thin and can be model by the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. The beams have the same rectangular cross-section, material properties,
and global stiffness matrix due to the Winkler layer is $K_W$. Finally, a general equation of system is as follows:

$$[K] \begin{bmatrix} \ddot{D} \\ \dot{y}_1(t) \end{bmatrix} + [M] \begin{bmatrix} D \\ y_2(t) \end{bmatrix} = [F],$$

$$[K] = \begin{bmatrix} K_B + K_W & -K_W \\ -K_W & K_B + K_W \end{bmatrix},$$

$$[M] = \begin{bmatrix} M_B & 0 \\ 0 & M_B \end{bmatrix}. \tag{4}$$

The time history response of the discretized system in Eq. (4) can be calculated using implicit algorithm called Newmark’s method [22].

Modal parameters of the system such as natural frequencies are obtained by the harmonic motion assumption with a circular frequency of $\omega$ and neglecting external force, leading to the following:

$$([K] - \omega^2 [M]) \begin{bmatrix} D \\ y_2(t) \end{bmatrix} = 0. \tag{5}$$

Eq. (5) is an eigenvalue problem, in which, for the non-trivial solution, it is necessary that the determinant of the coefficient matrix be set equal to zero. The obtained eigenvalues correspond to the natural frequencies of vibration.

Three different types of damage are considered in this study: One is the modulus of elasticity degradation of a specific element. If damage intensity is denoted by $\beta$, then the modulus of elasticity is considered as $E^d = (1-\beta)E$ for constructing stiffness matrix for this element, where superscript $d$ represents the damage state. Another type of damage is crack occurrence. Effect of the crack on the stiffness matrix of a thin beam element was formulated by Mehrjoo et al. [23]. Figure 2 shows a beam element with transverse crack. Dimensionless crack location is denoted by $\alpha$, and dimensionless crack severity represents the crack depth to beam height ratio, as denoted by $\eta$. The equivalent spring stiffness for this crack based on the fracture mechanics principles is given as follows [24]:

$$K_C = \frac{E w h^2}{72 \pi f(\eta)},$$

$$f(\eta) = 0.6384\eta^2 - 1.035\eta^3 + 3.7201\eta^4 - 5.1773\eta^5 + 7.553\eta^6 - 7.332\eta^7 + 2.491\eta^8. \tag{6}$$
are analogous to different subjects taught to students, and the students’ overall result is analogous to the values of the objective function. The TLBO procedure is divided into two phases: teacher phase and learner phase.

3.1. Teacher phase

The first step of knowledge sharing in the TBLO is the teacher phase, which attempts to simulate the teacher’s influence on the student. In this phase, the learners or students are motivated by the teacher and attempt to promote their knowledge, which consequently yields an increase in the mean result of the class concerning the subject matter taught by the teacher. Consider $N$ number of learners in a class and $J$ number of subject matters being taught to them. They represent the population size of $N$ with $J$ design variables. At any iteration, the mean result of the class in a specific subject $j$ is given by:

$$M_j = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{k=1}^{N} X_k(j).$$

(8)

where $X_k(j)$ is the grade of learner $k$ in subject $j$.

The learner with the best overall grade of all the subjects (or best fitness value) is designated as the teacher, and other learners progress alongside the teacher to enhance their own overall grades through the following equation:

$$X^{new}_k(j) = X^{old}_k(j) + r (X_{Teacher}(j) - T_F M_j).$$

(9)

where $X^{new}_k(j)$ and $X^{old}_k(j)$ are the new and old grades of learner $k$ in subject $j$; $r$ is the random number in the range $[0, 1]$; $X_{Teacher}(j)$ is the teacher grade in subject $j$; and $T_F$ is teaching factor, which could be either 1 or 2 with an equal level of probability. $X^{new}_k(j)$ will be accepted instead of $X^{old}_k(j)$ if it gives a better fitness function. At the end of each teaching cycle, the current best student will become the teacher for the next iteration.

3.2. Learner phase

Having gained the necessary knowledge under teacher conduction, learners could be entitled to a greater
degree through mutual discussion and interactive learning. In this phase, for each student $p$ from the class, another student $q$ is randomly select in such a way that $p \neq q$. Following the fitness evaluation of both students, if student $p$ is better than student $q$, then:

$$X_p^{new}(j) = X_p^{old}(j) + r (X_p^{old}(j) - X_q(j)).$$

\[j = 1, 2, ..., J,\]  

Otherwise:

$$X_p^{new}(j) = X_p^{old}(j) + r (X_q(j) - X_p^{old}(j)).$$

\[j = 1, 2, ..., J,\]  

where $r$ is a random number in the range $[0, 1]$. $X_p^{new}$ will be accepted rather than $X_p^{old}$ if it gives a better fitness function.

In analogy with an optimization problem, the grade of the $k$th student in subject $j$ or $X_k(j)$ is the value of design variable $j$ for the $k$th possible solution. The overall grade of each student corresponds to the fitness evaluation of each possible solution to the optimization problem. Fitness evaluation is dependent on the objective function definition in the optimization problem.

4. The Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD)

The POD is a multi-variate statistical procedure applied to derive a compact representation of the data. This method may serve two purposes, namely order reduction by projecting highly dimensional space to a space of lower dimension and feature extraction by revealing a relevant, but unexpected, structure hidden in the data \[31, 32\].

The practical application of the POD consists of the acquisition of data of a vibrating system over a definite period of time $T$. Measured data (acceleration, velocity, or displacement) of a vibrating structure are varying in time and space; therefore, data are represented in the matrix form. In each location, the recorded values of data are uniformly distributed in time. It is possible to construct an $N \times M$ matrix, where each row represents a snapshot of the system at a certain instant, while each column shows the time history of a single measurement point. The observation matrix $V$ contains spatial information of the system in time as follows:

$$V = \begin{bmatrix}
v_1(t_1) & v_2(t_1) & \cdots & v_M(t_1) \\
v_1(t_2) & v_2(t_2) & \cdots & v_M(t_2) \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
v_1(t_N) & v_2(t_N) & \cdots & v_M(t_N)
\end{bmatrix}.$$  

A new matrix is constructed in which all elements of the $i$th column are the same and equal to the average value of the $i$th column of $V$. This new matrix is called $W$. In order to perform POD, a matrix $U$ is generated by subtracting $W$ from $V$ as follows:

$$U = V - W.$$  

Finally, the correlation matrix is formed as follows:

$$R = \frac{1}{N} U^T U,$$

where $R$ is a real, square and symmetric matrix of dimension $M$. Like any real, square matrix of dimension $M$, there are $M$ eigenvalues and eigenvectors that exist for $R$. The eigenvalues of $R$ are called Proper Orthogonal Values (POVs), and the eigenvectors of $R$ are named Proper Orthogonal Modes (POMs). Feeny and Kappagantu \[33\] demonstrated that for a structure with uniform mass distribution in the free vibration state, linear natural modes closely correlate with POVs, and POVs represent the energy associated with each mode. The relationship between POVs and deformed configuration (superposition of linear natural modes) in forced vibration was shown by Kerschen and Golinval \[34\]. This relationship between linear natural modes and POVs was also recognized in the case of randomly excited structures by Feeny and Liang \[35\]. The natural modes of structures are very sensitive to damage and provide spatial information about the structure state; therefore, POD method, known as a data reduction method, affords a sort of information that is closely related to natural modes; thus, POD outcome could be applied to damage detection for structures. In the case of a structure whose necessary data are acquired at $M$ location, the possible number of POVs that could be obtained is $M$. It is reasonable to state that if the number of $M$ increases, POVs provide a more accurate dynamic shape of a structure. One problem with respect to POD is the importance value of each POM and POV or, in other words, how much information is provided by each POM. The goal is to use the minimum number of POVs to achieve maximum data. One of the methods applied by several researchers is energy criterion. POV gives the value of energy associated with the corresponding proper orthogonal so as to determine the role of each mode in the whole data. The required number of POVs for an accurate description of a structure dynamic is determined by the smallest value of number $j$ which satisfied the following energy criterion:

$$\frac{\sum_{k=1}^{j} \lambda_k}{\sum_{k=1}^{M} \lambda_k} > 0.99,$$  

where $\lambda_k$ is the $k$th eigenvalue.
where $\lambda$ is the POV and sorted in descending order so that $\lambda_1 > \lambda_2 > ... > \lambda_M$. In many cases, especially when harmonic excitation with a frequency close to one of resonance frequencies of the structure is exerted, energy criterion will be satisfied by the first POV or $j = 1$.

Galvanetto and Violaris [36] applied POM to damage detection. By applying energy criterion in Eq. (15), the dominant POM of the structure before and after damage occurrence is determined, and the following damage indicator is used:

$$\Delta POM(i) = POM_d(i) - POM_u(i),$$

$$i = 1, 2, ..., M,$$

(16)

where $POM_u(i)$ is the dominant proper orthogonal mode before a damage or undamaged case at the $i$th measurement point, and $POM_d(i)$ is the dominant proper orthogonal mode after damage at the same point. Damage location is revealed by an abrupt change in the graph of $\Delta POM$. This method is applied to damage detection in uniform beams. Galvanetto et al. [37] verified the results in [36] via the experimental test.

Using curvature of $\Delta POM$, Thiene et al. [38] increased the accuracy of the method, presented in [36]. The curvature is calculated for the dominant POM using the central difference method as follows:

$$Curvature = \frac{POM(i+1) + POM(i-1) - 2POM(i)}{H^2},$$

(17)

where $H$ is the uniform grid spacing. Possible damage location is detected using the difference in the curvature of POM before and after damage occurrence. This method is applied numerically to the composite beam and experimentally to an aluminum plate. Rao et al. [39] defined an optimization problem using POMs and POVs.

5. Damage detection

5.1. Methodology

A double-beam system with the Winkler-type elastic inner layer has been considered. Boundary conditions of the structure are clamp-free, and the harmonic load is applied to the free end of the upper beam. Both beams are similar, and the physical and geometrical properties of the system are as follows:

$$E = 200 \text{ GPa}, \quad \rho = 7600 \text{ kg/m}^3, \quad h = 60 \text{ mm},$$

$$w = 90 \text{ mm}, \quad k = 10^5 \text{ N/m}^2, \quad L = 1.5 \text{ m},$$

where $E$, $\rho$, $h$, $w$, $k$, and $L$ are the modulus of elasticity, density, beam's height, beam's width, inner layer stiffness, and length, respectively. Each beam is divided into 12 elements, and the acceleration response of the structure measured at 10 locations ($S_1, S_2, ..., S_{10}$) is depicted in Figure 4. The first four natural frequencies of the system are calculated using Finite Element Method (FEM) and presented in Table 1. It is observed that the first and second frequencies are close to the third and fourth frequencies, because the stiffness of the elastic inner layer is lower than that of beams.

Now, the effects of damage on the proper orthogonal value of a system are investigated, as shown in Figure 4. Harmonic load with a frequency excitation rate of 10 Hertz is considered as follows:

$$F = 2000 \sin(20 \pi t).$$

(18)

The response of the system is recorded over a time duration of 3 seconds after the excitation exerted on the system. There are 10 sensors installed on the system; therefore, 10 POVs could be achieved. As mentioned earlier, dominant POM and POM provide more information about the system; consequently, only one POV with a maximum value is used. Damage is assessed to be 10% degradation of the modulus of elasticity of one element. Effects of detected damage to the upper beam on the dominant POM are depicted in Figure 5. In this graph, horizontal axes are related to damage location, where damage elements 1 and 12 are elements at the clamped end of the upper beam and the free end of upper beam, respectively. Other elements are located between these two elements and numbered from the clamped end to the free end, respectively. It is clear that the value of POV decreases when damage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First frequency</th>
<th>Second frequency</th>
<th>Third frequency</th>
<th>Fourth frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22.098</td>
<td>24.734</td>
<td>138.48</td>
<td>138.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The first four natural frequencies of the system in Hertz.
approaches the free end and, also, the variation of POV near the free end is quite minor. Effects of damage to the lower beam on the dominant POV are shown in Figure 6. Element numbering in the case of the lower beam is similar to that in the upper beam where damage element 1 is an element at the clamped end. Variations of POV with damage to the lower beam are quite small, and the difference between maximum and minimum variations is less than 0.2%, while damage to the upper beam causes about 7% variation in POV. Effects of damage location in the inner elastic layer on the dominant POV are shown in Figure 7. Damage is considered to be the complete removal of the inner layer between the two elements. In this case, the damage element \( k \) is related to removing the inner layer between element \( k \) of the upper beam and element \( k \) of the lower beam. As observed earlier, the POV value increases when the inner layer damage approaches the free end. The value of POV when damage occurs at the free end of the upper beam is very close to the value of POV when damage occurs in the elastic layer near the clamped end. Moreover, the value of POV when damage occurs at the clamped end of the upper beam is very close to that of POV when damage occurs in the elastic layer near the free end. This issue may mislead and complicate the damage detection procedure, and the detected damage to the elastic layer is identified instead of the damage to the upper beam, and vice versa. To obviate this problem, POVs of each beam are calculated separately, and effects of damage on the dominant POVs are examined. Each beam has five POVs individually. The dominant POVs of the Upper and Lower beams are called POVU and POVL, respectively. Effects of damage on the upper beam, lower beam, and elastic inner layer on POVU and POVL are depicted in Figures 8, 9, and 10, respectively. Different trends observed for the variation of POVU and POVL with different cases of damage are remedial for damage detection; for instance, the application of POVU and POVL makes it possible to differentiate between the damage to the upper beam near clamped end and the damage to elastic inner layer near free end. As seen, the calculation of the POV for each beam separately provides more information about the system rather than POV calculation for the whole system.

By applying POVU and POVL, an objective function is defined for damage detection in the double-beam system as follows:

\[
Obj_1 = \left| 1 - \frac{POVU^m}{POVU^*} \right| + \left| 1 - \frac{POVL^m}{POVL^*} \right|
\]  

(19)

where \( POVU^m \) and \( POVL^m \) are the dominant POVs of the upper and lower beams from FE model, respectively. \( POVU^* \) and \( POVL^* \) are the dominant POVs of upper and lower beams of the system, respectively, with unknown damage, acquired either experimentally or by the numerical model.

Another objective function could be found by using the dominant POM of the upper and lower beams as follows:

\[
Obj_2 = \sum_{j=1}^{MU} \left| 1 - \frac{POMU^m(j)}{POMU^*(j)} \right| + \sum_{k=1}^{ML} \left| 1 - \frac{POML^m(k)}{POML^*(k)} \right|
\]  

(20)

where \( POMU^m \) and \( POML^m \) are the dominant POMs of the upper and lower beams from FE model, respectively. \( POMU^* \) and \( POML^* \) are the dominant
POMs of the upper and lower beams of the system with unknown damage, respectively. $MU$ and $ML$ are the number of measurement points at the upper and lower beams, respectively. It is clear that the goal of this objective function is to minimize the difference between dominant POs of numerical data and available data from the system with unknown damage. Both of the proposed objective functions for damage detection are the same as the function of the structure model updating procedure. During the model updating process, parameters of damage such as location and severity will be identified.

In real applications, the noise effect is a menace that can reduce the precision of the damage detection strategy. In the real measurement, noise or error in data acquisition is inevitable. In order to account for the measurement noise, simulated data are contaminated by the addition of normally distributed random errors with the mean zero to ideal data as follows:

$$v_i^{Noise} = v_i^{Ideal} + NL \times Rndm \times \text{std}(v_i^{Ideal}),$$

where $v_i^{Noise}$ and $v_i^{Ideal}$ are the noisy and ideal data at the $i$th measurement point, respectively. $NL$ is the Noise Level, $Rndm$ is the random vector with zero mean, and all elements of this vector are the random values between $[-1, 1]$, and $\text{std}(v_i^{Ideal})$ is the standard deviation of the ideal data time history. The robustness of the damage detection strategy against noise is an important problem and, often, researchers...
claim that their strategy is robust enough against noise and that there is no need for any modifications. In the present work, the damage detection procedure becomes more robust against noise by using principal properties considered for noise. As mentioned, noise is a random vector with mean zero. It is quite simple to show that the addition of a zero mean vector to a vector with a mean value of $\alpha$ yields a new vector with a mean value of $\alpha$. In Eq. (21), the addition of the zero mean noise does not change the mean value, and both $v_i^{\text{Noise}}$ and $v_i^{\text{Ideal}}$ have the same mean value. Invariant behavior of the mean value in Eq. (21) makes it suitable to construct a new objective function as follows:

$$Obj_j = \sum_{i=1}^{M} \left| 1 - \frac{\text{mean}(v_i^{\text{Noise}})}{\text{mean}(v_i^{\text{Ideal}})} \right|$$

(22)

As illustrated, there is no difference in the mean value of recorded responses with or without noise; therefore, the mean value of either noisy or ideal data could be used in Eq. (22). $\text{mean}(v_i^{\text{Noise}})$ and $\text{mean}(v_i^{\text{Ideal}})$ are the mean values of data recorded at the $i$th measurement point obtained from the numerical model and available data from system with unknown damage, respectively.

Probabilistic damage will be evaluated by using an objective function, which is the sum of the mentioned objective functions as follows:

$$Obj = Obj_1 + Obj_2 + Obj_3.$$  

(23)

As stated before, the TLBO is an algorithm used for maximizing an objective function, while for correct damage detection using objective function in Eq. (23), minimization is desired here. Therefore, the objective function applied in TLBO must be in the form of the maximizing problem as follows:

$$Obj_{TLBO} = \frac{1}{1 + Obj}.$$  

(24)

It is obvious that when $Obj_{TLBO}$ becomes maximum, the value of $Obj$ is minimum and damage parameters are determined.

5.2. Numerical results

In this section, the efficiency of the proposed objective function to detect the damage in a double-beam system is studied. As previously stated in the introduction, detecting damage is important in the early stages of local failure in the structures. Therefore, it is assumed that the number of damages in the double-beam system could be one or two. It should be noted that there is not any limitation to the investigation of more damage in the proposed method. Three different kinds of damage occurrence have been studied that include: (a) the occurrence of damage while stiffness is decreasing in one of the elements, (b) the occurrence of a crack, and (c) the simultaneous occurrence of two damages. Further, the impact of some parameters on the accuracy of the proposed method is investigated. The population of the students in the TLBO is set to 25 through all examples. Whenever the value of the objective function becomes less than $10^{-10}$, the optimization algorithm is terminated and results of the algorithm are considered as damage parameters.

5.2.1. Single damage as stiffness degradation

Another case called stiffness degradation in one of the elements of beams or complete destruction in one of the elements of the inner elastic layer is considered here. In this case, the design variables of the optimization process include location and severity of damage. The whole system is divided into 36 elements; accordingly, elements 1 to 12 are related to the upper beam, elements 13 to 24 are related to the lower beam, and elements 25 to 36 are related to the core. Moreover, in the present algorithm, when the damaged element is detected in the core, the severity of the damage is considered as complete destruction of the element. The present method is successfully able to detect damage in different cases of location and severity of the damage. Now, this study examines the effect of the number of points of response measurement on the efficiency and convergence rate of the algorithm. The system response is measured one time at 10 points, as shown in Figure 4, and once more at 6 points, as shown in Figure 11. At first, the damage is considered in element 4 with a 6% decrease in the stiffness. The convergence of the objective function value is depicted in Figure 12. As shown, when the system response is measured at 10 points, the convergence rate will be faster in the algorithm. Another case considers damage in element 20 with a 10% reduction in the stiffness. The convergence of the objective function for this case is shown in Figure 13. Similar to the previous case, the convergence rate is faster when the response is measured at 10 points. In the case of the damage occurrence in the core, the convergence rate with 10 measurement points and 6 measurement points is almost the same. Although the convergence rate of the objective function is slow when the response is measured at 6 points, it should be considered that there

![Figure 11. Configuration of the 6 measurement points in the double-beam system.](image-url)
is 48 degrees of freedom in the investigated structure (24 translational degrees and 24 rotational degrees) and the severity and location of single damage are detected with high accuracy only by response measurement at 6 points (less than 13% of the total degree of freedom), which could be considered as the advantage of the given objective function.

5.2.2. Occurrence of the crack
In this case, the design variables of the optimization process include the location and depth of the crack. The probable location of the crack varies from zero to 3 meters in depth. Based on crack location, the corresponding element in the finite element model can be easily calculated. The crack is placed from zero to 1.5 meters at the upper beam and from 1.5 to 3 meters at the lower beam; for example, when a crack occurs in the 1.8-meter location, its corresponding element is element 15. Eqs. (6) and (7) are used to extract the stiffness matrix of the cracked element. In this case, the response of the double-beam system is measured at 10 points, as presented in Figure 4. For different cases of the crack occurrence, the proposed algorithm is able to accurately identify the location and severity of the crack. Now, the effects of the excitation frequency on the accuracy and convergence rate of the proposed method are studied.

The first excitation frequency, Excitation (1), is lower than the first natural frequency of the system as in Eq. (18). The second excitation frequency, Excitation (2), is close to the first and second natural frequencies of the system and is considered as follows:

\[ F = 2000 \sin(40 \pi t). \]  

(25)

The third excitation frequency, Excitation (3), is close to the third and fourth frequencies of the system and is considered as follows:

\[ F = 2000 \sin(240 \pi t). \]  

(26)

Four different cases are considered for the location and severity of the crack. The convergence rate of the algorithm for various excitation frequencies is presented in Figures 14 to 17. As is seen, the given algorithm is able to detect damage under different excitation frequencies. However, the effects of the excitation frequency on the convergence rate of the algorithm are sensible and definitely not ignorable.

5.2.3. The simultaneous occurrence of two damages
In this case, the performance of the proposed objective function is investigated in the case of the simultaneous
detection of two damages. The number of measurement points of the response is 10 and similar to the arrangement shown in Figure 4. External excitation is considered in Eq. (18), and damage is shown to be reducing the stiffness of the beams’ elements or the destruction of the core elements. In this case, the design variables of the optimization process are four, of which two variables are related to damage location and the other two correspond to the severity of damages. The efficiency of the algorithm for various cases is studied, and damages are identified with high accuracy.

For four different cases of the damages, the convergence rate of the algorithm is investigated and depicted in Figures 18 and 19. It is clear that when one of the damages occurs in the core, the convergence rate of the algorithm becomes faster. Moreover, when the damage occurs at one of the elements of the lower beam near the free end, more iterations are required to obtain the correct parameters of damages.

5.2.4. Noise immunity
In this section, the effect of any error in measuring the acceleration or noise on the efficiency of the given method is discussed. Noise is added to the structural response in Eq. (21). The number of measurement points in the system’s response is 10 and is similar to the arrangement of Figure 4. The external excitation is considered in Eq. (18). According to the obtained results of the previous sections, the optimization algorithm is terminated after 300 iterations, and its output considered is as damage. The noise applied to the measured response and the numerical model is random at each iteration of the algorithm. Damage represents the stiffness degradation of one of the beams’ elements or core damage. The number of damage

![Figure 16](image)
**Figure 16.** Convergence rate of the Teaching-Learning Based Optimization (TLBO) for different frequencies of excitation (crack at location 2.6 m with η = 0.1).

![Figure 17](image)
**Figure 17.** Convergence rate of the Teaching-Learning Based Optimization (TLBO) for different frequencies of excitation (crack at location 2.32 m with η = 0.15).

![Figure 18](image)
**Figure 18.** Convergence rate of the Teaching-Learning Based Optimization (TLBO) for the simultaneous occurrence of two damages: (a) 10% stiffness reduction in the element number 6 and destruction of the element number 29 and (b) 10% stiffness reduction in the element number 19 and destruction of the element number 35.

![Figure 19](image)
**Figure 19.** Convergence rate of the Teaching-Learning Based Optimization (TLBO) for the simultaneous occurrence of two damages: (a) 10% stiffness reduction in the element number 2 and a 15% stiffness reduction in the element number 8 and (b) 10% stiffness reduction in the element number 5 and a 10% stiffness reduction in the element number 20.
Figure 20. Error in identified severity of the damage versus the noise level (damage in element 3 with a 10% decrease in stiffness).

cases is assumed to be one or two. In the case of a single damage case, when the damage occurs only at the core, the algorithm is able to detect damage at each noise level. When damage occurs in one of the elements of the beam, the damage location is correctly detected at each noise level. For the severity of detected damage, results are presented in Figures 20 and 21. The algorithm is performed three times at each noise level, and the average absolute error in detecting the severity of the damage is considered to be erroneous. Figure 20 shows the occurrence of damage in element 3 with a 10% decrease in stiffness. As seen, the algorithm detects the severity of the damage in high accuracy, even at a 20% noise level. Figure 21 shows the occurrence of the damage in element 20 with a 10% decrease in stiffness. Unlike Figure 20, in this case, the accuracy of the method is acceptable for the noise level up to 10%. Now, this study investigates the simultaneous occurrence of the damage in the system. Here, when both of the damages occur at the core, the noise effect is not visible on the accuracy of the

algorithm and damage elements are easily detected. In other cases concerning the occurrence of two damages, the algorithm is executed three times and the best results are considered as damage parameters. In the case of the occurrence of single damage in beams’ element and another damage at the core, results of the damage detection are shown in Table 2. As seen, the results are acceptable up to 10% noise level. Table 3 shows the occurrence of both damages to the beams. As seen, the accuracy of the method up to 5% noise level is independent of damages’ location. For the noise level higher than 5%, damage detection results of damages near the clamp end are almost accurate up to 10% noise level or maybe more. However, when damages are located near the free end, by increasing the noise level, the reliability of the results decreases.

6. Conclusion

In the present study, the diagnosis of damage was investigated in a double-beam system. First, the numerical model of the system was formulated for various

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noise level</th>
<th>Scenario 1</th>
<th>Scenario 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Element no.</td>
<td>β</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2%</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.1002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5%</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.0993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.0968</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Noise effects on the accuracy of damage detection method (multiple damages occurrence in beams).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noise level</th>
<th>Scenario 1</th>
<th>Scenario 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Element no.</td>
<td>β</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.1004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.1011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.0972</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
damage types by applying the Finite Element Method (FEM). Then, the impact of damage occurrence at the upper beam, lower beam, and inner elastic layer on the Proper Orthogonal Value (POV) of the whole system was investigated. Since it was not possible to make a distinction between some damages such as damage to the upper beam near the clamped end and the damage to the inner layer near the free end through the POV of the entire system, the POV of each beam was calculated separately to obtain the ability of the various damage detections. Two objective functions were defined by using POV and Proper Orthogonal Mode (POM) of each beam separately. The noise applied to the system response was assumed to be a zero-mean vector; thus, an objective function was also defined by using the mean value of the time domain response of the system at all measurement points. Therefore, the value of this objective function does not change by changing the noise level. As a result of the three objective functions, a final objective function was obtained to detect damage in the system. The Teaching-Learning Based Optimization (TLBO) algorithm was used to solve the final objective function. In the noiseless mode, the algorithm successfully identified various types of damage that occurred at the beam or inner elastic layer, the occurrence of a crack, and the simultaneous occurrence of two damages. The effects of the number of points of system response measurement and the frequency of excitation on the efficiency and convergence rate of the algorithm were also investigated. The efficiency of the algorithm in damage detection was also investigated in the presence of noise, and acceptable results were obtained. The important points about the proposed method for damage detection in the double-beam system can be summarized as follows:

1. The proposed method only uses data from the time history response of the system and does not require frequency domain analysis;
2. By measuring the response of the system with 48 degrees of freedom at 10 points (less than 21% of the total degrees of freedom), various types of damage occurrence including one or two damage cases were detected with acceptable accuracy, even in the presence of noise;
3. The precision of this method is independent of the frequency of the excitation, although the frequency of excitation is conducive to the convergence rate of the algorithm;
4. According to the results of Ref. [19], a partial removal of the elastic layer was considered as damage at the core did not affect the odd mode frequencies of the system; consequently, through the usual methods of modal parameters, detecting the core damage is not easily possible and, so far, no research has been done in this area, while damage at the core is detected by the current method, even in the presence of excessive noise;
5. The accuracy of the method in the presence of noise depends on the location of the damage. In some cases, this method was able to detect damage with high accuracy, even up to 20% noise level.
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